Séance Acceptance Form
You are most welcome to this séance. Due to need for security and the possibility for potential harm to
Victor Vogenitz ‘the medium’ in this session, very kindly cooperate by completing and signing this form. Be
advised Séances' are considered entertainment only and the medium is not responsible for the outcome.
We will protect your privacy.
Victor Vogenitz is a Physical Phenomena Medium and during a séance evening is highly sensitive.
Sitters/clients agree that they will not disrupt the séance in any way as this can cause serious physical and
psychological injury to the medium.
My responsibility: I accept that In a séance with Victor Vogenitz I agree that I will not do anything in any way
whatsoever to interfere with the medium, with the conditions of the séance, or with the Spirit individuals
produced by Spirit or to introduce any electronic light/cameras/recording devices without prior permission of
the medium AND the Spirits involved.
During the séance I undertake to act with due responsibility, to respect the medium, the Spirits and each
person in the room and to adhere to the prescribed procedure outlined by the medium in advance and to
behave in a friendly and amiable manner when Spirit individuals allow/cause the table to come to you.
I undertake not to make any sudden or loud noises, not to move from my chair nor make exaggerated
movements, or in any way cause instability during the session.
I agree that I will refrain from consuming alcohol or using any other unnecessary drugs 24 HOURS prior to
sitting in a séance.
I attest that I do not have any of the following conditions which prohibit attendance at a seance: Pregnancy,
high anxiety, claustrophobia, fear of darkness, excessive coughing or infectious disease.
Please be aware that after you attend the introductory lecture that Victor will give, and for any
reason whatever, decide that you do not wish to experience the séance, please let us know, and leave at
that time. Once the séance room door is closed, opening it will end the séance
I understand the medium has no responsibility for the effects of any communication which occurs during the
séance.
Accordingly: I state that I am in a fit and proper condition to participate in this séance and will not make any
claim against, and I will hold harmless, Victor or Esther Vogenitz in relation to anything which transpires
during the session or as a result of it.
Print Clearly Name: First______________________________Last__________________________
Street Address __________________________________________________
City_____________________________ State____ Zip Code _____________
email ________________________________________________________
Phone Number (cel)__________________ (home)___________________
Signature____________________________ Date___________________
If you put your date of birth here we will send you a coupon for $10 off your birthday séance or counseling
session. ____________________________

